MY CLOUD DRIVE
ThawSpace in the Cloud

Deep Freeze supports Dropbox and
Google Drive to automatically save your
work on Frozen computers
Faronics My Cloud Drive ensures
you never lose your documents,
especially on computers protected
by Deep Freeze. Download only
required documents and
automatically sync them back to
your cloud drive. Gone are the
days of saving your work to
network drives or on thumb drives.

All User Data in Cloud

User data can now be directly saved to
the cloud. Multiple users can use the
same Windows credentials and still
keep their data private.

Say Goodbye to External Drives
Access and retain user data on Frozen
computers without the need for
Thawed partitions, network drives, or
thumb drives.

Did You Know?

Consumers will store
more than a third of
their digital content in
the cloud by 2016.
Worldwide consumer
digital storage needs
will grow from 329
exabytes in 2011 to 4.1
zettabytes in 2016.
- Gartner

Reduce Expensive IT Costs

For Deep Freeze customers,
in the event the computer is
Frozen, the service ensures
the data will survive a restart
until it is successfully
uploaded to the cloud drive.

Eliminate the need to manage and
backup user data on ﬁle servers and
expensive network storage.

Secure Data from Theft
No data is retained on the local drive
once a ﬁle is saved, ensuring that
stored ﬁles are never at a risk of data
theft.

Save Network Bandwidth
Mitigates the need to sync gigabytes
of data by ensuring that only the ﬁles
the user needs get downloaded.

Provide Authenticated Access
Compel users to provide their cloud
drive credentials upon logging-in to
the computer and optionally enforce
speciﬁc email credentials.
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Deep Freeze Cloud
has been vital to
our environment
and my team could
not do without it. I
have and would
recommend it to
everyone. At the
end of the day, our
investment has
been very worth it
and a great
decision.
- Gilchrist County School
District

www.faronics.com
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My Cloud Drive eliminates the hassle of dealing with Deep Freeze ThawSpaces or creating
Thawed partitions. It leverages Dropbox and Google Drive to empower end-users to
automatically save their data to a supported cloud storage provider. In the event the
computer is protected by Deep Freeze, the service ensures the data will survive a restart
until it is successfully uploaded to the cloud drive. Users no longer need to carry thumb
drives to save their work, they can instead automatically save their work directly to their
preferred cloud drive.
Users will be presented with this screen upon logging into the computer to
select their preferred cloud drive.

My Cloud Drive
Never lose your documents!
Access and save your documents from your favorite cloud
drive without having to sync them on this computer.

My Cloud Drive is part
of the Deep Freeze
Cloud Premium
bundle which
provides multiple
solutions for total
control.

Google Drive

Dropbox
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Orange Sync
The orange sync
icon shows your
ﬁle is syncing to
your cloud drive.

Blue Cloud
The blue cloud
icon shows that
the ﬁle is
available to
download.

Scan the QR Code to sign
up for a free 30-Day trial
of Deep Freeze Cloud.

Green Check
The green check
icon shows your
ﬁle has ﬁnished
syncing

To learn how your computing environment can beneﬁt from Faronics My Cloud Drive, visit

www.faronics.com

System Requirements
My Cloud Drive is a part of the Deep Freeze Cloud platform which utilizes existing Google Drive and Dropbox accounts. Deep
Freeze Cloud console is a web based solution supported on Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome. My Cloud Drive is
supported on Windows XP 32 bit, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 for 32 and 64 bit versions.
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Simplifying Computer Management
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